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2010 Porsche 911 GT2 - 997.2 GT2 RS C16
997.2 GT2 RS C16
Preis
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USD 521 742
GBP 415 000 (listed)
Baujahr 2010
Kilometerstand 3 300 mi / 5 311 km
Getriebe Schaltgetriebe
Zahl der Sitze 2
Anzahl der Türen 2
Antrieb Zweirad
Lenkung Rechts
Innenfarbe Schwarz
Zustand Gebraucht
Standort
Kraftstoff Benzin
Außenfarbe Schwarz
Automobiltyp Coupé

Beschreibung
A very special limited-edition Porsche that remains the most powerful factory produced manual 911 of all time. This is one of just 24 right hand drive C16 examples supplied
new to the UK market and it is surely one of the finest as it remains in unmarked original condition with just 3,300 miles recorded and a full Porsche dealer service history from
new.
Finished in black (LO41) the car was finished to a high specification featuring many options as detailed below:
Centre console painted in car colour
Leather covered steering column
Porsche crest embossed in headrests
Headlamp washer cover painted
Automatic Dimmable Mirrors
Rain Sensor
16 Way Adaptive Sport Seats Left
16 Way Adaptive Sport Seats Right
Cruise Control
Sound Package Plus
Black seat belts
Top Tinted Windscreen
Cup holders
GT2 RS carbon front wings
Without Club Sport Package
Plain Steering Wheel, Plus Leather
Leather Interior
The car has been very carefully looked after and driven as detailed in the perfect service record below, there has been no body damage and the paintwork remains unmarked
helped by a full PPF application by acknowledged industry experts Topaz in July 2017.
02/11/2010 – 15 Porsche Centre Reading
12/11/2012
09/10/2014
23/09/2016
24/10/2018
20/09/2020

- 146 Porsche Centre Reading
– 1291 Porsche Centre Cardiff
– 1848 Porsche Centre Nottingham
– 3013 Porsche Centre Nottingham
– 3269 Porsche Centre Teesside

The last owner, a well-known collector of only the best examples of special Porsche models acquired the GT2RS in February 2020. Immediately following purchase the car was
dispatched to his regular Porsche dealer, Porsche Teesside, for replacement of the leather steering wheel, handbrake lever and gear knob with original equipment Alcantara
items. In addition, the original Adaptive sports seats were replaced with new Porsche folding bucket items, an original option for the GT2 RS model. The original leather parts
and seats accompany the car as does the invoice from Porsche Teesside for their replacement. Obviously, it would be easy to reverse these changes if a new owner desired.
The 997 GT2RS remains one of the most exciting 911 variants of all time to drive and this example in as new condition requires nothing other than to be driven and enjoyed by
a new owner. It comes with all books, including original stamped service book in the correct wallet, service invoices, MOT certificates, all tools, keys and the above mentioned
original internal parts.
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